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CONTENT

Selamat datang!

Welcome! Let’s learn a new
language while experiencing the
cultural diversity of Malaysia via
*.
is the
Malay acronym for Kem Bahasa dan
Budaya which translates to Language and Cultural
Camp.

Kebaya Kebaya

PROGRAMME SYNOPSIS
This is a two-week programme designed by our
experts to provide an immersive Malaysian cultural
experience to international participants who are
interested in:
learning a second or third/ another
language;
interacting and engaging with
Malaysians; and
experiencing Malaysia’s unique and
diverse culture.
Most activities will take place on campus
with excursions to nearby places of interest.

Kebaya

immersive programme will
include the following:
Learning a different language of your
choice (e.g. Malay, English, Mandarin, Tamil,
Japanese or French)
Learning about and savouring local dishes (e.g.
Nasi Lemak, Capati, Dim Sum)
Learning how to play Malaysian traditional games
(e.g. Galah Panjang, Sepak Raga)
Learning about Malaysian traditional dances and
martial arts (e.g. Zapin, Joget, Silat)
Although there is a set
programme, participants
may request for a
tailor-made package to
suit
different
requirements.

TEACHING & LEARNING METHOD

Kebaya

K
Kebaya

employs a learner-centred
approach with fun-filled hands-on practical
activities
conducted
by
experienced
instructors. Participants will be assigned to a
dedicated local buddy throughout their stay who
will be their peer guide. Typically, participants will
take part in games, competitive, interactive and
creative individual and group tasks. Participants
will also be encouraged to reflect on their learning
experiences on assigned social media platform.
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SCHEDULE
Selamat
datang!

Welcome! Let’s learn a new
language while
experiencing
the
is available
throughout
the year upon
cultural diversity of Malaysia via
request.
Kebaya*. Kebaya is the Malay
acronym for Kem Bahasa dan Budaya
which translates to Language and Cultural Camp.

Kebaya

FEE

Only USD1000 per participant
for a two-week programme.
The programme will commence
with the minimum number of
This is a two-weekfifteen
programme
designed by our
participants.
experts to provide an immersive Malaysian cultural
experience to international participants who are
interested in:

PROGRAMME SYNOPSIS

learning a second or third/ another
language;
interacting and engaging with
Malaysians;
anda kebaya is a traditional blouse
[*Literally,
worn by ladies in Malaysia, Indonesia,
experiencing
Malaysia’s unique and
Singapore,
diverse culture. Brunei, Southern Thailand,

Cambodia and the Southern part of the
Philippines. Historically, the dress was
Most activities
place
onforcampus
meantwill
to betake
a modest
cover
the kemban,
with excursions
to
nearby
places
of
interest.
a simple chest high sarong body
cover
method for females.]

CONTENT
Kebaya immersive programme will include the
following:

Learning a different language of your
choice (e.g. Malay, English, Mandarin, Tamil,
Japanese or French)
Learning about and savouring local dishes (e.g.
Nasi Lemak, Capati, Dim Sum)
Learning how to play Malaysian traditional games
(e.g. Galah Panjang, Sepak Raga)

ACCOMMODATION

Learning about Malaysian traditional dances and
Participants
will(e.g.
stayZapin,
at Scholar’s
Inn – an on campus
martial arts
Joget, Silat)
accommodation at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia,
Johor. Scholar’s Inn provides
twin-sharing
Although
thereapartment
is a set
with free wi-fi.
programme, participants
may request for
Contact tailor-made
us
now: package

a
to
Ms. Nur Hazwanisuit
Mohd Muhridza different
Coordinator
requirements.
nurhazwani@utm.my
Tel: 0136038217

Kebaya

Website:
https://humanities.utm.my/languageacademy/kebaya/

